
 

LHA Officer’s Call Minutes 

Tuesday May 3, 2016 

Call in number: 1-712-775-7031 code: 497099# 

1. LHA monthly call agenda: 
A) Election for Sec/Tres: Patti and Kristin to discuss 
B) Upham: Patti to use Up Con credit card to hold rooms.  Patti to communicate with Jeff and MaryLou 

about how we can meet together on October to have our time be productive.  Kris will send contact 
information for Laura Brackett so Patti can follow up with her about CMS information. 

C) Review Com  Service Director’s call: Kris and Darin were on the call and will review details on the 
monthly LHA call 

D) Work groups: Patti to sort through monthly call agenda and check groups.  Do a draft list of groups and 
send to Officers. 

 
2. Thank you cards and emails for March: Patti sent thank you cards to Sierra Health Foundation and Plates.  

Patti will put together a thank you email for March and invite information for October 
 

3. How to sell LHA on the website?  This will be part of the marketing group 
 

4. Grants: Any update?  Viva is gathering information for grant writing 
 

5. A) Budget:  Alice sent the financials.   
 

B) Loans for LHA members and next steps:  No action, remove from agenda.  
 

6. Organizational 
a. Budget for Patti’s time: Patti is now working about 10 hours LHA and 5 hours Legacy Homes  
b. Work groups discussion: see 1D above 
c. Notes from March event: Patti will put together and send draft to Officers 

 
7. Outreach 

a. May meeting that Darin is organizing: May 9th at 10am at DDS Darin, Yvonne, Mark Stivers, Jeff 
and others are meeting to discuss SB 1175.  Patti asked Darin if he will mention the 
recommendations letter we provided to Santee and the Interim Director to see how we can 
follow up with DDS on it. 
 

8. Other?: 
A) Patti asked if we should do an unstaffed table at Supported Life in October.  Yes, Patti will submit 

paperwork, fee and make list of what to have on the table. 
B) Alerts and newsletter:  Patti will be taking this over for Mary and will follow up with her. 
C) NEXT CALL MARCH 17 AT 8:30AM. Patti will send reminder. 

 

 


